Abstract. Conventional engineering optimization design technology is often computational expense and highly time cost, thus we need to take approximation technique to speed up the design process and reduce design cost. We herein would introduce the close-top mill housing optimization model, take Optimal Latin Hypercube Sampling (OLHS) experimental design strategies to determine the sample, analyse the difference among EBF, RBF, Kriging surrogate model, introduce NSGA-II algorithm briefly and study the performance of method based on surrogate model and optimization algorithm.
1.Introduction
Generally numerical simulation system cost too much and may fail in obtaining the optimal solution in complicated engineering design optimization problems. The optimization method based on approximate model is of good global performance and could effectively save computing resources. Sun took the maximum longitudinal-stiffness as the goal and use an optimization method based on three-dimensional finite element analysis and FEM software to design the main parameters of the mill housing [1] . Lei proposed the optimization strategy using dynamic radial basis function agent model to test the NASA speed reducer optimization design, which make the time reduce by 50% [2] . MAK applied the smaller size EBF networks with basis function parameters determined by the EM algorithm to the speaker verification and outperformed the large RBF networks trained in the conventional approach [3] . Wang optimized the aerodynamic design of aerofoil by using the kriging model, which increased the lift-drag ratio of aerofoil by 81% with the cross section area of the aerofoil only decreasing less than 1% and greatly save the calculating resources [4] .
In this paper, firstly we introduce the close-top mill housing optimization model, the constraint conditions and optimization objectives. Then we take OLHS experimental design strategies to determine the sample space and test sample. Further, we describe and compare the difference of EBF, RBF and Kriging surrogate model and explain the NSGA-II algorithm briefly. Finally, we study the performance of method based on surrogate model and optimization algorithm by comparing and analysing prediction results and optimization results.
2.Description of close-top mill housing optimization model
The close-top mill housing is symmetrical structure and its two-dimensional and threedimensional map are shown in Figure 1 . The size and scope of the design variables and the objectives have been listed in Table 1 and Table 3 , and the remaining fixed dimensions are BW=4050, H6=5000, H3=400，H5=180，K1=800，B2=1510，R3=350，R4=225，R6=25， R1=50，R2=50， R7=200 [1] .
We would take 1/4 of the structure to build and analyze the mode and apply symmetry constraints in A, C plane. In the rolling process, forces that frame bears are very complex, in which the rolling force is maximum. So we take the rolling force as the external load (20.271Mpa on the above beam, 9.0774Mpa on the below beam) and imposed rigid constraints at the bolt of the close- 
3.Design of Experiment

Sample Points
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method is a multidimensional hierarchical sampling plan. Meanwhile randomness of the combination among design variables leads LHS outcome uncertain and make it difficult to guarantee the prediction accuracy of the surrogate model [5] . Therefore, Optimal Latin Hypercube Sampling (OLHS) would be used to optimize sample points on the specific location, which could greatly ameliorate uniformity of Random Latin hypercube Sampling and make fit more precisely. Initialization of the approximation model with OLHS method often requires 2n+1 design points at least, in which n is the number of inputs, and we would take OLHS experimental design strategies to determine the 40 sample points and 10 error analysis test sample points.
Error Analysis
Since the units and dimension of response values of different variables is different, root mean square error fail in expressing the relative quality of different models. For the purpose of testing and evaluating the performance of different surrogate model accurately, we use multiple correlation coefficients(R-square) to evaluate approximate model. When the value of R square is closer to 1, the fitting effect will be better. 
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4.Surrogate Model and NSGA-II Algorithm
Surrogate models predictive technology has become a fast and effective way to solve complex engineering problems, and RBF-NN, EBF-NN and Kriging are of particular significance. When RBF and EBF choose Gaussian function as basis function, the three methods look similar and we will compare and analyse the differences between them.
RBF-NN
RBF-NN has outstanding performance in reasonably fast training and reasonably compact networks. They are effective in approximating a wide range of nonlinear spaces, but requires more neurons in hidden layer network and is likely to over-fit the model [2, 6] . The independent variable is the Euclidean distance between test points and the sample points in RBF-NN.
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EBF-NN
Elliptical Basis Function Neural Network (EBF-NN) is often regarded as an extension of Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBF-NN) [3] . The independent variable is the Mahalanobis distance between test point and the sample point, thus there exist more adjustable parameters to improve the accuracy of the model in EBF-NN.
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Kriging
Kriging surrogate model is based on variogram theory and structure analysis, and is also a method to make an unbiased optimal estimation for the regionalized variables within a limited area [4, 7] . Correlation function of kriging adopt Gaussian function and allow the exponent
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) to vary (typically
In (4), j is the number of known design variables, and 
NSGA-II
In the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II), each objective is treated separately and a pareto front is constructed by selecting feasible non-dominated designs [8] . Selection process is based on two main mechanisms, "non-dominated sorting" and "crowding distance sorting". By the end of the optimization a pareto set is constructed where each design has the best combination of objective values and improving one objective is impossible without sacrificing one or more of the other objectives.
In summary, the optimization steps of close-top mill housing based on EBF-NN, RBF-NN, Kriging Agent model and NSGA-II algorithm are shown in Fig.2 . 
5.Experimental results and analysis
Prediction design
We select 40 sample points for building the model and 10 sample points for error analysis with OLHS methods. After constructing the surrogate model, we could obtain the multiple correlation coefficients by calculating the predicted value and the actual value. The results are listed in Table 2 . With the same number of sample points, three methods all have guaranteed high prediction accuracy except for misses and the prediction accuracy with RBF-NN method is overall higher than that with EBF-NN and kriging method.
Compared to the RBF-NN surrogate model, EBF-NN and kriging surrogate model have more parameters to adjust the approximation model, which mean they own the ability to fit the model more accurately and need more sampling points to compute the parameters as well. Though we can improve the prediction accuracy of EBF and kriging surrogate model by increasing the sampling points, reducing the number of experiments is of significant to solve practical engineering problems in the case of meeting the accuracy. Considering the ceiling for misses is relatively high, we didn't increase the sampling points to improve its prediction accuracy especially. 
Optimization design
We take the quality of the close-top mill housing as the target of optimization (longitudinal deformation "dy", transversal deformation "dx"), and consider the weight and stress as constraint conditions (volume "volume", stress "misses"). The optimization process and optimization results are shown in figure 3 and table 3. Compared with Ansys optimization results, dx decreases 5.0%, dy decreases 3.7%, misses increases 1.7% and Volume increases 4.5% in EBF-NN optimization results; dx increases 5.6%, dy increases 3.8%, misses decreases 9.6% and volume decreases 1.6% in RBF-NN optimization results; most are similar with it except for dx, which increases 2.9% in Kriging optimization results.
When only taking half the time Ansys used, calculation results of Kriging model is almost the same with it, the results of RBF-NN model tend to ensure the quality and the results of EBF-NN model tend to reduce weight. These show the feasibility and effectiveness of method based on the surrogate model and optimization algorithm. Considering the relationship between the target and the design variables of the model is relatively simple, gradient optimization method Ansys owns comes rapidly to find the optimal value (96 times). For the more complicated models, gradient optimization method may fail, trap in the local optimal point or cost too much time. Moreover, the method based on the surrogate model and optimization algorithm could obtain a better application, greatly reduce the amount of calculation and meet the requirement of engineering design. 
Conclusions
When only spending half the time Ansys consumed, calculation results of Kriging model is almost the same with it, the results of RBF-NN model prefer to ensure the quality and the results of EBF-NN model prefer to reduce weight. For the more complicated models, the method could meet the requirement of engineering design and greatly reduce the amount of calculation. These all prove the feasibility and effectiveness of method based on the surrogate model and optimization algorithm and we could apply this method to solve more engineering problems.
